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Abstract 
 
This chapter overviews some of the ways that children’s phonological processes converge with 
and diverge from those attested in adult grammars. Processes in segmental and prosodic 
phonology are examined: contextually-determined segmental substitutions, patterns of consonant 
cluster reduction and stages in the development of word structure. The paper starts from the 
position that children’s grammars abide by the same principles and constraints as adult 
grammars, even if they bear only some resemblance to the target grammar. Sources of 
explanation outside the grammar proper for mismatches between child and adult outputs play a 
central role, notably for rogue behaviour, where children display patterns in development that are 
unexpected when viewed from the perspective of adult grammars. A central question that 
emerges is whether childrens’ systems differ in fundamental ways from adult grammars or 
whether rogue behaviour can be explained through examining how perceptual and motor 
development interface with the acquisition of a phonological grammar. 
 
1 Introduction 
 
A body of evidence shows that children’s early phonological grammars are unmarked vis-à-vis 
adult grammars (Jakobson 1941/1968; Stampe 1969); and although learners may take different 
paths toward the target grammar, the patterns they show largely reflect the typological options 
displayed in end-state grammars (Gnanadesikan 1995/2004). Accordingly, most research in the 
generative tradition has examined children’s behaviour in relation to some adult grammar, 
typically the target grammar. This perspective is particularly evident in Optimality Theory (OT) 
(Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004) where children’s initial grammars, stages in development, 
and variation observed within and across learners are formally expressed in the same manner as 
cross-linguistic variation in adult grammars: through differences in constraint ranking. 
Children’s grammars are thus typically viewed as “possible grammars” (White 1982; Pinker 
1984), as systems that respect the same principles and constraints as do adult grammars, even if 
they bear only some resemblance to the target grammar. Indeed, coupled with the idea that 
development involves minimal constraint reranking over time, this approach predicts the 
existence of intermediate grammars that are neither entirely unmarked nor completely target-like 
(e.g. Levelt et al. 2000; Rose 2000). 

The OT approach has been fruitful in accounting for certain types of patterns that motivated 
some researchers to abandon the view that developing grammars are on a trajectory toward the 
adult grammar in favour of the alternative that children’s grammars are self-contained systems 
subject to their own constraints (Stoel-Gammon and Cooper 1984; Vihman 1996). At the same 
time, however, this approach has generally placed the burden of explanation for productions that 
deviate from adult forms on a non-target-like phonological system. A central problem with this 
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emerges in situations where children display patterns in development which, when viewed from 
the perspective of adult grammars, are unexpected and possibly universally illicit (Drachman 
1978; Hale and Reiss 1998; Buckley 2003). The question that arises, thus, is whether children 
possess “rogue grammars” in the phonological domain (Goad 2006), systems that differ in 
fundamental ways from adult grammars, or whether rogue behaviour can be explained through 
examining how perceptual and motor development interface with the acquisition of an adult-like 
grammar. 

This chapter overviews some of the ways that children’s phonological processes converge 
with and diverge from those attested in adult grammars. Although we will consider children’s 
productions in relation to some adult target, sources of explanation outside the grammar proper 
for mismatches between child and adult outputs take centre stage, specifically the developing 
perceptual system and immature vocal tract (Locke 1993). 
 Development in perception is not complete at the onset of production (Shvachkin 1948/1973; 
Garnica 1973; Edwards 1974; Brown and Matthews 1993; Fikkert 2010). Nonetheless, in 
production studies, it is typically assumed (since Smith 1973) that, in the absence of evidence to 
the contrary, children accurately perceive the ambient input. Accordingly, the stored forms 
linguists propose for children correspond to adult outputs. In cases where development in 
production mirrors development in perception (Pater 2004), this supposition is not fatal: 
mispronunciations may at early stages have as their source misperception, but the parallels 
observed between the perception and production components of the grammar mean that when the 
perceptual challenges are overcome at a later stage, mispronunciations will be due to the same 
constraints operating in production. However, there are cases that do not fit this parallel 
perception-production view of the grammar. We consider, in this context, velar substitution: 
Amahl’s production of ‘puddle’-type words as [pᴧɡǝl] (Smith 1973). In this case, misproduction, 
if stemming from target-like perception, will lead to characterisation of the child’s system as a 
rogue grammar. Instead, following  Macken (1980), it will be argued that some rogue behaviour 
like this has as its source misperception alone; once the perception problem is overcome, target-
like production emerges. 

Poor motor control is considered as another source of explanation for rogue behaviour. On 
one hand, vocal tract immaturity may impact the shape of an otherwise adult-like phonological 
system yielding non-adult-like behaviour. We will examine consonant harmony and velar 
fronting in this context. We will also consider the possibility that some unexpected substitutions 
or deletions in children’s productions do not involve substitution or deletion at all but, instead, 
reflect “covert contrasts” (Kornfeld 1976; Macken and Barton 1980; Scobbie 1998; Munson et 
al. 2010). Covert contrasts are genuine contrasts produced by a non-adult-like vocal tract that are 
detectable through instrumental analysis but are misanalysed by transcribers because they are 
filtered through the mature perceptual system of the adult. Here, we will focus on children who 
produce putative glides in place of target liquids; as will be discussed, if these substitutions are 
authentic and are attested in branching onsets (e.g. ‘try’→[twaɪ]), the result will be a rogue 
grammar. If, however, instrumental analysis were to reveal that the putative glides have liquid 
properties, this unwanted conclusion would be avoided. 
 Since this chapter views children’s phonological processes from the perspective of whether 
they parallel or depart from those attested in adult grammars, it sees linguistic theory as essential 
both to interpret data from developing grammars and to predict which patterns are and are not 
analysable as grammar-driven. I will adopt OT, as core assumptions from this theory, combined 
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with assumptions about acquisition, lead to predictions about the types of behaviour that could 
–and should not– be observed in developing grammars. We turn to these assumptions next. 
 
2 Children’s grammars as possible grammars 
 
The following OT premises are of interest. (i) All constraints are universal in the sense that they 
are universally present in the grammars of all languages.1 Since constraints refer to structures 
(e.g. hierarchical relationships holding in prosodic constituency) and primitives (features, 
prosodic constituents) and express restrictions on representations (e.g. deletion, feature 
agreement), these must be universal as well. (ii) Constraints are rankable and therefore violable. 
Following from this, cross-linguistic variation is primarily captured through differences in 
constraint ranking. (iii) Constraints are principally of two types: markedness constraints, which 
strive for structurally- and/or phonetically-defined well-formedness, and faithfulness constraints, 
which strive to maintain identity between input and output.  

Some core assumptions about acquisition are as follows. (iv) As mentioned, children’s 
grammars are possible grammars in the sense that at every stage in development, they abide by 
the same constraints as do adult grammars; while children’s grammars may contain processes not 
present in the target language, these processes must have direct correlates in other adult 
languages. (v) Children learn through exposure to positive evidence only (Wexler and Culicover 
1980; Pinker 1984). (vi) Early grammars are unmarked (Jakobson 1941/1968; Stampe 1969). 
 If we pair the OT premises in (i)-(iii) with the acquisition assumptions in (iv)-(vi), testable 
predictions about the shapes of early grammars follow. If we couple (i) with (iv), we predict that 
all linguistic systems, both developing and end-state, have access to the same toolkit. Children’s 
grammars contain no more than adult grammars; that is, only constraints present in end-state 
grammars should be present in the child’s initial grammar: there should be no child-specific 
constraints (cf. Pater 1997; McAllister Byun 2011) or child-specific interpretation of constraints 
(cf. Pater and Werle 2003). Conversely, children’s grammars contain no less than adult 
grammars: there should be no late emergence of constraints or of the structures, operations and 
primitives they refer to (cf. Demuth 1995; Goad 1996). If we combine (ii) with (v), we predict 
that development involves minimal constraint reranking over time (Pater 1997; Bernhardt and 
Stemberger 1998), parallel to what is observed in adult language typology (Rose 2000; Levelt 
and van de Vijver 2004), through exposure to positive evidence. Finally, if we pair (iii) with (vi), 
we conclude that there is an initial ranking of constraints, markedness >> faithfulness, the 
starting point assumed by most researchers (following Demuth 1995; Gnanadesikan 1995/2004; 
Smolensky 1996; cf. Hale and Reiss 1998; Buckley 2003). 
 In the following sections, we examine these predictions. We will see that the relation 
between developmental behaviour and grammatical theory, as envisioned by OT, is well-
supported on some fronts and questioned on others. We begin with the positive results (sections 
2.1-2.2), then turn to the challenges (sections 3-5). 
 
                                                
1 Universal is typically interpreted as innate (e.g. Tesar and Smolensky 1993, Gnanadesikan 
1995/2004). However, the position that (all) constraints are innate has been challenged. Hayes (1999), for 
example, proposes that phonetically-grounded markedness constraints are induced by language learners as 
they process the ambient data and thereby emerge from the learner’s articulatory and perceptual 
limitations. Given the position that children’s grammars are possible grammars, I assume at the outset that 
all constraints are innate. We return to this issue in section 3.2. 
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2.1 High-ranking markedness 
 
As mentioned in section 1, it has commonly been observed that early grammars are unmarked. 
We pointed out in section 2 that in the optimality-theoretic literature, this has formally been 
expressed through high-ranking markedness constraints whose satisfaction comes at the expense 
of faithfulness. Below, we demonstrate that a frequently attested pattern in development –onset 
selection in cluster reduction– finds parallels in adult language behaviour that is, itself, deemed 
to be cross-linguistically unmarked. 

Parallels between early grammars and unmarked adult systems and the consequent formal 
expression in OT as markedness over faithfulness was first empirically demonstrated by 
Gnanadesikan (1995/2004) in her analysis of G’s patterns of cluster reduction (age 2;3-2;9). 
When learning languages with left-edge clusters, perhaps all children initially reduce the cluster 
to a singleton. Although children could select either member of the cluster, the pattern that G 
follows is particularly common: the least sonorous member survives, as in (1a) (see also Fikkert 
1994; Barlow 1997; Gierut 1999; Ohala 1999; Goad and Rose 2004). Gnanadesikan shows that 
this pattern finds an exact parallel in Sanskrit perfect reduplication: left-edge clusters, which are 
permitted in bases, are reduced to the least sonorous consonant in the reduplicant; see (1b) 
(Whitney 1889; glosses provided by Brendan Gillon p.c.). 
 
(1)  a. G’s grammar:      b. Sanskrit reduplication: 

[fεn]   ‘friend’      [pa-prach]     ‘asked’ 
[bɪw]   ‘spill’       [pu-sphuṭ]     ‘burst’ 
[so]   ‘snow’      [sa-snaː]     ‘bathed’ 
[sɪp]   ‘slip’       [ši-šliṣ]     ‘clasped’ 

 
The patterns in (1) are consistent with the cross-linguistically supported observation that 

onsets of low sonority are favoured over those of high sonority and that singleton onsets are 
preferred over clusters (Clements 1990). In OT terms, this supports a ranking of the markedness 
constraint(s) responsible for reducing clusters over segmental faithfulness, with other constraints 
responsible for selecting the onset of lowest sonority. (2) indicates that this holds in the initial 
state and is maintained in (some components of) some adult grammars. In the case of Sanskrit, it 
holds only in reduplication and thus reflects emergence of the unmarked (McCarthy and Prince 
1994). In Sanskrit more generally and in English, the target grammar for G, faithfulness to input 
clusters prevails and no effect of sonority is therefore visible. 
 
(2) Markedness 

constraints yield: 
Initial state: End-state grammars: 

 G Sanskrit reduplicants Sanskrit bases English 
 Cluster reduction respected respected not respected not respected 
 Sonority-driven 

onset selection 
respected respected – – 

 
Although we have only scratched the surface (see Gnanadesikan 1995/2004 for details), 
sonority-driven onset selection in cluster reduction demonstrates that cross-linguistically 
unmarked patterns also characterise children’s grammars. This holds even when there is no 
evidence that the particular constraints involved must be satisfied in the grammar being acquired. 
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 In the next section, we formally exemplify markedness >> faithfulness, coupled with an 
examination of minimal demotion of markedness constraints over the course of development. 
 
2.2 Development as minimal constraint reranking 
 
As mentioned in section 2, if acquisition involves minimal constraint reranking over time, 
parallel to what is observed in adult language typology, children’s intermediate grammars can 
contain patterns not present in the ambient input, as long as these patterns are attested in other 
end-state grammars. Here, we provide evidence for this from the development of branching 
onsets in Québec French (Rose 2000). We will see that minimal demotion of the markedness 
constraint against branching onsets yields an intermediate grammar which is neither completely 
unmarked nor target-like, yet is attested in other adult languages. 

The typology in (3) shows that three options are found concerning the distribution of 
branching onsets in relation to stress. Japanese and French fall at opposite ends in either 
forbidding or permitting branching onsets regardless of stress, while Southeastern Brazilian 
Portuguese falls in the middle: branching onsets are only permitted in stressed syllables (Harris 
1997). 
 
(3)  Stressed syllables Unstressed syllables 
 Japanese no no 
 SE Brazilian Portuguese yes no 
 French yes yes 
 Unattested no yes 
 
The Southeastern Brazilian Portuguese pattern will be of central interest when we examine 
development, so we exemplify it in (4). In diminutive constructions, stress shifts rightward, 
which affects whether or not an underlying branching onset in the root can surface. 
 
(4)  [ˈpratu]        ‘plate’       [ˈlivu], *[ˈlivru]  ‘book’ 

[paˈtʃiɲu], *[praˈtʃiɲu]    ‘small plate’      [liˈvretu]    ‘small book’ 
 

Consider now the acquisition data. The forms in (5) reveal that Théo, a learner of Québec 
French, goes through three stages in the development of branching onsets (Rose 2000). At Stage 
1, the cluster is reduced to the first consonant; at Stage 3, clusters are produced as target-like. 
Most interesting is the intermediate stage in (5) where Théo produces branching onsets in 
stressed syllables only, parallel to Southeastern Brazilian Portuguese. Théo is uniformly exposed 
to French, where branching onsets are robustly attested in unstressed syllables. Clearly, we are 
not seeing an effect of the ambient input; rather, we are observing a grammar-driven effect that 
reflects positional constraints on the distribution of branching onsets. 
 
(5)  Acquisition of branching onsets: 
          Target:  Théo: 

 Stage 1 (1;10.27-2;05.11): [kle]  [ke]  ‘key’ 
[bʁiˈze] [pɪˈz̯e]  ‘broken’ 
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 Stage 2 (2;05.29-2;11.29): [plœʁ]  [plœʊ]  ‘cry’-3SG 
       [ɡʁyˈjo] [khœˈjɔ] ‘oatmeal’ 

 
Stage 3 (from 3;00.07):  [pʁǝˈne] [pʁǝˈne] ‘take’-2PL 

 
This pattern involves minimal demotion of the constraint against branching onsets, 

*COMPLEX(ONSET), relative to two faithful constraints opposing deletion: MAX-IO, which states 
that every segment in the input has a correspondent in the output, and a positional faithfulness 
constraint, STRESSMAX-IO, which forbids deletion from an output stressed syllable.2 The tableau 
in (6) shows that, at Stage 1, *COMPLEX dominates both faithfulness constraints, ensuring that 
candidate (b) is selected over the faithful (a).3 
 
 (6)  Stage 1: 

/kle/ *COMPLEX STRESSMAX MAX 
 a. ˈkle *!   
☞ b. ˈke  * * 

 
 Although *COMPLEX must end up below both faithfulness constraints in French, minimal 
demotion of this constraint will result in children passing through the Southeastern Brazilian 
Portuguese pattern en route to target French. See (7); with *COMPLEX ranked between 
STRESSMAX and MAX, branching onsets only survive in stressed syllables. 
 
(7)  Stage 2: 

Stressed syllables:         Unstressed syllables: 
  
/plœʁ/ 

STRESS
MAX 

 
*COMP 

 
MAX 

  
/ɡʁyjo/ 

STRESS
MAX 

 
*COMP 

 
MAX 

☞ a.  ˈplœʊ  *    a.  kʁœˈjɔ  *!  
 b.  ˈpœʊ *!  *  ☞ b.  khœˈjɔ   * 

 
At Stage 3, the target grammar is reached, indicating that *COMPLEX has been demoted to its 

appropriate place for adult French: 
 
(8)  Stage 3: 

/pʁǝne/ STRESSMAX MAX *COMPLEX 
☞ a. pʁǝˈne   * 
 b. pǝˈne  *!  

 

                                                
2 Rose uses MAXHEAD(Foot) instead of STRESSMAX, which demands that every element in the head of 
the foot in the input have a correspondent in the head of the foot in the output. This constraint requires 
that inputs be prosodified, counter to Richness of the Base (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004). For the 
data at hand, STRESSMAX, which makes no claim about input prosodification, is sufficient (cf. Pater 
1997). 
3 An additional constraint requiring the head of the onset (Rose 2000) or least sonorous member of the 
cluster (section 2.1) to survive is needed to select [ke] over [le]. 
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 Théo’s data support the position that children’s phonological processes mirror those observed 
in adult grammars, as was seen earlier for G. Moving beyond G’s data, however, the present case 
shows that development as minimal reranking reflects the typological options that adult 
languages display, in spite of no evidence in the ambient data for the intermediate pattern 
observed.4 
 
3 Do children’s grammars contain the same toolkit as adult grammars? 
 
As mentioneed above, the observation that languages differ from one another in limited and 
systematic ways is formally expressed in OT through all systems having access to the same 
toolkit: they manipulate the same set of constraints and have access to the same primitives and 
principles of organisation. If children’s grammars are possible grammars, they should employ the 
same toolkit as adult grammars. In the preceding sections, we provided examples that are 
consistent with this position. In the rest of the chapter, we examine some challenges: processes in 
early grammars which appear not to show convergence with those in adult grammars. We first 
discuss processes which suggest that developing and end-state grammars may be formally 
different: children may contain both less (section 3.1) and more (section 3.2) in their 
grammatical toolkit than adults. We then turn, in section 4, to other types of divergent behaviour 
which we argue are very likely consistent with the view that children have access to the same 
grammatical apparatus as adults, once additional factors are considered: the developing 
perceptual system and motor control. 
 
3.1 Children’s grammars may contain less than adult grammars 
 
If children’s grammars are possible grammars, they should contain no less than adult grammars: 
there should be no late emergence of constraints or the structures, primitives and operations they 
refer to. The “CV stage” in acquisition, during which some children tolerate a significant number 
of CV outputs, challenges this view. 

Children’s ability to control a variety of prosodic shapes develops in a systematic way over 
time, from less to more complex, seemingly consistent with an initial markedness >> faithfulness 
ranking. If children’s grammars contain the same toolkit as adult grammars, unmarked outputs in 
the former should arise from high-ranking markedness constraints targeting particular prosodic 
constituents; it should not be necessary to posit that children begin acquisition with an 
impoverished prosodic hierarchy (cf. Demuth and Fee 1995). Support for this comes from the 
“minimal word stage”, when the binary foot (σσ or µµ) defines an upper and lower bound on 
learners’ outputs (see Kehoe and Stoel-Gammon 1997 for a review; Ota this volume). 

For children learning English-like languages that respect word minimality (lexical words do 
not fall below a binary minimum), the minimal word stage typically manifests itself through 
truncation of longer words (e.g. [teːdo] for ‘potato’ (Trevor at 1;10.02) (Pater 1997)). For 
                                                
4 Modelling the intermediate stage presents challenges. The Gradual Learning Algorithm (Boersma and 
Hayes 2001), a probabilistic version of OT, runs into difficulties because *COMPLEX must be demoted 
below a positional faithfulness constraint (STRESSMAX) before its general counterpart (MAX). The 
problem is that the number of violations of the positional constraint will always be a subset of that of its 
general counterpart. Jesney and Tessier (2011) provide a solution where the strictly-ranked constraints of 
standard OT are replaced with weighted constraints: lower-weighted constraints (MAX and STRESSMAX) 
can ‘gang up’ and triumph over higher-weighted constraints (*COMPLEX). 
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children learning Japanese-like languages that tolerate monomoraic words, truncation appears 
alongside augmentation of CV targets (e.g. [tadaima]→[meda] ‘I’m back’, [ki]→[ɟiː] ‘tree’ 
(Kenta at 1;11.02, 2;2.27) (Ota 2003)). The minimal word stage can be straightforwardly 
captured in OT if markedness constraints regulating the shapes of words (FTBIN: feet are binary; 
PARSE-σ: syllables are parsed into feet; ALL-FEET-LEFT: the left edge of every foot is aligned 
with the left edge of the prosodic word) dominate MAX as well as DEP, which prohibits 
epenthesis (cf. Pater 1997). The result is that all PWds are exactly one binary foot in size: 
 
(9) FTBIN, PARSE-σ, ALL-FT-LEFT >> MAX:   [(teːdo)Ft]PWd, [(meda)Ft]PWd 
  DEP:   [(ɟiː)Ft]PWd 
 

Prior to the minimal word stage, many children’s productions are maximally CV in size. 
Although such outputs form optimal syllables, because they are not binary, they do not form 
optimal feet nor, therefore, optimal PWds. Below, we show that a solution to this problem 
employing high-ranking markedness constraints is spurious. An alterative solution is thus 
entertained: children begin acquisition without the full set of prosodic constituents available to 
adult grammars. 

At the CV stage, only core syllables are attested (e.g. Jakobson 1941/1968; Ingram 1978; 
Fikkert 1994; Demuth and Fee 1995). Representative examples from Mollie (Holmes 1927) are 
in (10). While the ban on complexity yields syllables that are relatively unmarked, CVX(C) 
targets typically undergo deletion of offending material rather than triggering epenthesis and are 
thus rendered as CV words.5  
 
(10) CV stage: 
   Target:  Mollie: 

a. [ɡʊd]  [ɡu], [ɡuˑdː] ‘good’   
   [wɑnt]  [wɑ]   ‘want’ 

[kout]  [ko]   ‘coat’ 
 b. [bεd]  [bε], [bεˑtː]  ‘bed’ 
  [ðæt]  [dæ]   ‘that’ 

 
Not all children begin acquisition with a significant number of productions of this shape. 

Some English-speaking children (e.g. Kyle (Salidis and Johnson 1997)) have few CV outputs. 
The same holds for the Japanese children studied by Ota (2003) and for French-speaking Clara 
(Goad and Buckley 2006), although both adult languages contain several CV words. 

Given the variability observed across children, we must question whether the CV stage is 
genuine. Perhaps for some learners, CV outputs are limited to a handful of words only (see Ota 
2003). This is not, however, the case for Mollie. Holmes (1927) provides a complete list of 
single-word utterances produced by Mollie on one day at age 18 months, from which the 
examples in (10) are drawn. There were 46 words, of which 25 were produced as monosyllabic. 
Of these, 18 (72%) were CV in shape!  

                                                
5 Epenthesis, which would yield bisyllabic feet/words, is not robustly attested in development (Demuth 
et al. 2006), but it does occur regularly in some children’s grammars (e.g. Padmint: [ˈtɔpɔ] ‘top’, [ˈbihi] 
‘beach’ (Ross 1937)). 
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Perhaps for some children, the transcriptions are too broad to reflect what was actually 
produced, that forms transcribed as CV were actually produced as CVV. Consider again Mollie. 
It could be that Mollie’s outputs in (10a) with tense vowels are not subminimal, that Holmes 
intended, for example, [kou] or [koː] for ‘coat’. This seems unlikely: concerning [kou], the word 
‘no’ is transcribed by Holmes as [nou], suggesting that [ko] indeed contains a monophthong; 
concerning [koː], Holmes transcribes the difference between short, half-long and long segments, 
as seen in the alternative pronunciations for some words in (10), suggesting that he is particularly 
sensitive to differences in length. 

We infer that the CV stage is genuine for at least some children, including Mollie. We turn, 
then, to a formal analysis of this stage. We begin by supplementing the ranking in (9) for the 
minimal word stage with undominated NOCODA and NOLONGVOWEL, which prohibit syllables 
from having codas and long vowels respectively; see (11). With this ranking, we incorrectly 
predict some type of CVCV output to be selected as optimal.6 
 
(11) /ðæt/ FTBIN NOCODA NOLONGV DEP MAX 
  a. [(dæt)Ft]PWd  *!    
  b. [(dæː)Ft]PWd   *! * * 
  c. [(dæ)Ft]PWd *!    * 
 L d. [(dædæ)Ft]PWd    *  
 

Clearly, with FTBIN undominated, the subminimal output in (11c) will never surface. If we 
introduce ALL-SYLL-LEFT, which requires the left edge of every syllable to be aligned with the 
left edge of the PWd, and rank it above FTBIN, as in (12), the subminimal form will be selected. 
As long as ALL-SYLL-LEFT is demoted below FTBIN at the minimal word stage, binary outputs 
will correctly be selected as optimal at that stage.  
 
(12) /ðæt/ ALL-SYLL-LEFT NOCODA NOLONGV FTBIN DEP MAX 
  a. [(dæt)Ft]PWd  *!     
  b. [(dæː)Ft]PWd   *!  * * 
 ☞ c. [(dæ)Ft]PWd    *!  * 
  d. [(dædæ)Ft]PWd *!    *  
 
However, although ALL-SYLL-LEFT capitalises on the fact that alignment constraints can take 
any prosodic constituents as arguments, it receives no cross-linguistic support.7 We must 
therefore reject the analysis in (12). 
 A second possibility is that CV outputs are not footed at this developmental stage. This 
would appear to violate PARSE-σ, which we saw in (9) is undominated at the minimal word stage. 

                                                
6 NOCODA is undominated in (11) because the larger dataset in Holmes (1927) suggests that the CVC 
outputs in (10) reflect the next developmental stage. 
7 Mandarin is often raised as a language that may appear to motivate ALL-SYLL-LEFT. However, 
although many Mandarin words are monosyllabic, this arises not from ALL-SYLL-LEFT but from the fact 
that morphemes are predominantly monosyllabic and Chinese languages have limited bound morphology 
(Yip 1992). Concerning the shapes of prosodic words, which ALL-SYLL-LEFT refers to, there is no 
pressure toward monosyllabic PWds in Mandarin. Indeed, less than 30% of Mandarin words are 
monosyllabic and most newly introduced words are bisyllabic (Duanmu 2007). 
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However, if there were simply no foot projection in the grammar at the CV stage (Fikkert 1994; 
Demuth and Fee 1995; Demuth 1995; Goad 1996), then FTBIN and PARSE-σ would be vacuously 
satisfied. Consider (13); with DEP ranked over MAX in Mollie’s grammar, the CV output is 
selected as optimal for monosyllabic inputs. 
 
(13) /ðæt/ FTBIN PARSE-σ NOCODA NOLONG V DEP MAX 
  a. [dæt]PWd   *!    
  b. [dæː]PWd    *! * * 
 ☞ c. [dæ]PWd      * 
  d. [dædæ]PWd     *!  
 

Evidence for this analysis comes from Holmes’s (1927:221) comment on Mollie’s two 
syllable words at 18 months: “Each of these syllables received an equal stress”. With no foot 
projection, equal prominence on both syllables is exactly what is expected. Equal prominence 
could also arise from Mollie not knowing whether feet are left- or right-headed (simultaneous 
satisfaction of FOOTSHAPE(TROCH) and FOOTSHAPE(IAMB)). However, if bisyllabic forms with 
equal prominence are truly footed, then FTBIN, along with these two constraints, would predict 
monosyllabic forms to be realized as bisyllabic with equal prominence, counter to what was 
observed in (10). 

Under the approach outlined here, absence of a foot projection is what defines the CV stage. 
Assuming that this constituent can be projected in the course of acquisition based on positive 
evidence (greater prominence associated with stressed syllables), does this mean that children’s 
early grammars are deviant? Yes, unless it can be shown that there are adult languages that are 
footless. Although it is standardly accepted that all languages contain the foot (Selkirk 1996:189-
190), McCarthy and Prince (1995:323) mention the possibility of footless languages, and the 
literature on some languages contains analyses of prosodic phenomena assuming no foot (e.g. 
Jun and Fougeron 2000 on French; Özçelik 2009 on Turkish).8 Clearly, more work is required, 
but if the foot proves to be universally present in adult grammars and if the CV stage is genuine, 
we must accept the possibility that early grammars do not contain exactly the same toolkit as 
adult grammars: behaviour that cannot be captured solely through constraint ranking may require 
that children begin acquisition with an impoverished set of (prosodic) primitives. 
 
3.2 Children’s grammars may contain more than adult grammars 
 
Consider now the other side of the coin. If children have access to the same toolkit as adults, 
their grammars should contain no more than adult grammars: only constraints present in end-
state systems should be evidenced in development; there should be no child-specific constraints 
or child-specific interpretation of constraints. Some processes in children’s grammars, notably 
consonant harmony (CH), challenge this view. In this case, vocal tract immaturity may be 
responsible: it impacts the shape of an otherwise adult-like phonological system yielding non-
adult-like behaviour. The question is how to formally express this, given that, in some ways, CH 
looks like ordinary phonology. 
                                                
8 If French is truly footless, we should not expect learners of this language to evidence the foot. This, 
however, is contrary to what has been observed (Vihman et al. 1998; Goad and Buckley 2006; Demuth 
and Tremblay 2008; Goad and Prévost 2010). 
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In CH, consonants at a distance agree in primary place features (Vihman 1978; see Levelt 
2011 for a review). Representative examples from Amahl’s regressive coronal-to-dorsal 
harmony at age 2.60 (years.days) are in (14) (Smith 1973) ([ɡ̇]=voiceless unaspirated lenis). 
 
(14) Coronal-to-dorsal CH: 
  Target:  Amahl: 

[daːk]  [ɡ̇aːk]  ‘dark’ 
[sneik]  [ŋeik]  ‘snake’ 
[sɔk]  [ɡ̇ɔk]  ‘sock’ 
[lεɡǝu]  [ɡ̇εɡuː]  ‘Lego’ 

 
Across children, this type of harmony is most widely attested: (i) coronals are the optimal targets 
(Spencer 1986; Stemberger and Stoel-Gammon 1991; Bernhardt and Stemberger 1998); (ii) 
right-to-left directionality is preferred (Menn 1971; Smith 1973; Vihman 1978, Stoel-Gammon 
1996); (iii) velars are better triggers than labials (Smith 1973; Pater 1997). All of these 
observations also define adult assimilation (Pater and Werle 2003): (i) coronals are prime targets 
in assimilation (Paradis and Prunet 1991); (ii) right-to-left directionality is preferred: local place 
assimilation between consonants targets codas from following onsets (Jun 1995) and long-
distance adult CH is typically regressive (Hansson 2001); (iii) in some languages, notably 
Korean, velars trigger place assimilation targeting labials (Jun 1995).  

Before turning to the formal challenges that child CH presents, we briefly address whether it 
involves “real” phonology. As Levelt (2011) points out, systematic child CH may be less widely 
attested than the literature implies: it is clearly not always productive, and may for some children 
represent a speech error rather than rule-governed behaviour. The speech error account cannot, 
however, always hold: Gormley’s (2003) articulatory and acoustic examination of CH reveals 
fully harmonic forms, which would be unexpected if harmony were the result of poor motor 
planning like speech errors (see also Vihman 1978). Further, Amahl’s forms in (14) reflect a 
fully productive process: of the 25 coronal-dorsal targets at age 2.60, 100% undergo CH; over 
the three month period from 2.60-2.152, 95/113 (84%) of coronal-dorsal targets undergo CH; 
and during the last stage when the process is productive, three months later (2.233-2.242), 21/38 
(55%) of suitable targets still undergo CH. Clearly, CH represents productive rule-governed 
behaviour for some children. 

We now address the formal challenges that arise from this conclusion. CH of the type 
exhibited in children’s grammars is not attested in end-state grammars (Vihman 1978), an 
observation confirmed by recent surveys of adult CH (Hansson 2001; Rose and Walker 2004). 
Although consonant-to-consonant assimilation for primary place features is widespread in adult 
languages, it is limited to string-adjacent consonants. Long-distance patterns only hold for 
secondary place features, for example, in Barbareño Chumash, where apical and laminal sibilants 
assimilate right-to-left within a word (Beeler 1970): [kiškín] ‘I save it, store it up’, [kiskínus] ‘I 
saved it for him’; [kasúnan] ‘I command’, [kaʔalašúnaš] ‘he’s the boss’. 

Two general approaches to child CH have been proposed. On one hand are analyses that 
involve the same formal mechanisms available to adult grammars. Most of these predict that CH 
should be freely attested in adult languages (Smith 1973; Stemberger and Stoel-Gammon 1991; 
Rose 2000; Goad 2001); others predict more restricted CH, either limiting it to languages with a 
particular profile (McDonough and Myers 1991) or to languages under emergence of the 
unmarked scenarios (Goad 1997). As all of these proposals assume that learners have access to 
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the same toolkit as adults, they cannot confine CH to development. On the other hand are 
proposals that assume that some formal change takes place in children’s grammars, which 
accounts for the discontinuity observed as concerns CH (Menn 1978; Pater 1997; Pater and 
Werle 2003; see also Fikkert and Levelt 2008). We focus principally on Pater (1997). 

As mentioned, in some ways, CH resembles ordinary phonology, notably in the preference 
for coronal targets and velar triggers. Pater proposes that this follows from a fixed ranking of 
faithfulness constraints: FAITH(DOR) >> FAITH(LAB) >> FAITH(COR) (see also Goad 1997). 
Harmony arises from a child-specific constraint, REPEAT, which requires successive consonants 
to agree in primary place (cf. Menn 1978). REPEAT is proposed to be induced by the child in 
response to the articulatory pressures that arise from the developing phonological system (cf. 
Hayes 1999). Kiparsky and Menn (1977), Vihman (1978), Fikkert and Levelt (2008) and Becker 
and Tessier (2011) point out that CH is an emergent process, which may indicate that a child-
induced constraint like REPEAT is along the right lines.9 

REPEAT can be interranked with ‘regular’ constraints and demoted through the course of 
acquisition like other markedness constraints. These properties are illustrated in the tableaux 
below for Trevor. At Stage 1, both coronal- and labial-initial forms assimilate to following 
velars, driven by the ranking of REPEAT above FAITH(LAB) and FAITH(COR); see (15). 
 
(15) Stage 1: 

/dɔɡ/  ‘dog’ FAITH(DOR) REPEAT FAITH(LAB) FAITH(COR) 
 a.  [dɔɡ]  *!   
☞ b.  [ɡɔɡ]    * 
 c.  [dɔd] *!    

 
/bæk/  ‘back’ FAITH(DOR) REPEAT FAITH(LAB) FAITH(COR) 
 a.  [bæk]  *!   
☞ b.  [ɡæk]   *  
 c.  [bæp] *!    

 
At Stage 2, only coronal-initial forms continue to undergo CH. With REPEAT demoted below 
FAITH(LAB), ‘back’ is now faithfully rendered as [bæk]: 
 
(16) Stage 2: 

 /dɔɡ/  ‘dog’ FAITH(DOR) FAITH(LAB) REPEAT FAITH(COR) 
 a.  [dɔɡ]   *!  
☞ b.  [ɡɔɡ]    * 
 c.  [dɔd] *!    

 

                                                
9 If CH is the child’s response to articulatory pressures, we must question why REPEAT is not induced 
at the earliest stage. Perhaps these pressures arise only at the point when the child must contend with a 
rapidly expanding lexicon (cf. Vihman 1978:328). 
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/bæk/  ‘back’ FAITH(DOR) FAITH(LAB) REPEAT FAITH(COR) 
☞ a.  [bæk]   *  
 b.  [ɡæk]  *!   
 c.  [bæb] *!    

 
What is appealing about this approach is that it isolates the child-specific part of CH by 

means of REPEAT, allowing other aspects of the process to be handled through independently-
needed constraints.10 The merits of this approach, however, are also its downfall: we must ensure 
that CH effects are not inadvertently predicted to occur in adult grammars. Demotion of REPEAT 
to the bottom of the constraint hierarchy may appear to be ideal, as the child-adult asymmetry 
would be reduced to a difference in ranking. Demotion, however, cannot guarantee that REPEAT 
will not rear its head in emergence of the unmarked scenarios. Instead, REPEAT must be purged 
from the grammar. This approach to CH must therefore accept the position that children begin 
with a richer toolkit than that available to adult grammars.11 
 
4 Rogue substitutions: Is children’s divergent behaviour always grammar-driven? 
 
We have hitherto discussed cases of divergence between developing and end-state grammars that 
may require that children begin acquisition with a set of primitives and constraints that are not 
identical to those manipulated by adult systems. On one hand, accounting for the CV stage may 
require that children’s grammars contain less than adult grammars, specifically, without the full 
set of prosodic constituents available to adults. On the other hand, explaining consonant harmony 
may require that children’s grammars contain more than adult grammars, constraints that are 
confined solely to development. In this section, we examine types of divergent behaviour that, on 
closer examination, appear to be amenable to formal explanation using the same primitives and 
constraints that define adult grammars. 

We consider that some rogue substitutions may arise from physiological constraints: for 
anatomical reasons, children simply miss the adult target. Others may reflect covert contrasts 
where, because of poor gestural timing, learners’ productions are misinterpreted by adult 
transcribers. Others may arise from children misperceiving target material. And others may 
indicate that learners have adopted an analysis of the ambient data that is different from that 
assumed by the linguist. As we will see, all four possibilities potentially lead to explanations for 
rogue behaviour; and, consequently, children’s grammars may not, in the end, stray too far from 
what is formally observed in adult systems. 
 

                                                
10 Pater and Werle (2003) propose that REPEAT be replaced by AGREE, an independently-motivated 
constraint responsible for assimilation in adult grammars (Lombardi 1999; Baković 2000). What 
distinguishes consonant-to-consonant assimilation in child and adult systems is that AGREE has wider 
scope in the former: it is not limited to applying between string-adjacent segments. The discussion in the 
text focuses on REPEAT, although the same issues arise for wide scope AGREE. 
11 Child-specific constraints can conceivably be purged from the grammar once the articulatory 
limitations which compelled their creation are overcome (Hayes 1999; McAllister Byun 2011). The 
problem remains nonetheless: children’s grammars are drawing on different formal resources than adult 
grammars. 
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4.1 Velar fronting 
 
We begin with velar fronting (VF), where velars surface as coronal across-the-board or, 
surprisingly, it first seems, in prosodically-strong positions (Ingram 1974; Chiat 1983; Stoel-
Gammon 1996; Morrisette et al. 2003; Inkelas and Rose 2007). The examples in (17a) show that 
English-speaking E restricted VF to word-initial onsets and word-medial onsets in stressed 
syllables; velars in medial unstressed onsets and in codas were realised faithfully (17b) (Inkelas 
and Rose 2007). 
 
(17) E’s positional VF: 
  a. Prosodically-strong positions:  b. Prosodically-weak positions: 

[thᴧp] ‘cup’ (1;09.23)   [ˈbejɡu] ‘bagel’   (1;09.23) 
   [tᴧnˈdᴧktǝ] ‘conductor’ (2;01.21)   [ˈɑktǝɡɑn] ‘octagon’  (2;01.05) 
   [ˈhεksǝˌdɔn] ‘hexagon’ (2;02.22)   [bʊkh] ‘book’   (1;07.22) 
    
 Inkelas and Rose propose that anatomical constraints and grammatical considerations 
together account for this child-specific process, including its restriction for children like E to 
prosodically-strong positions (see also McAllister Byun 2012). Physiological constraints on 
young children’s vocal anatomy, including a relatively bigger tongue size and shorter palate, 
result in velars being articulated in a more anterior position than for adults. The restriction to 
prosodically-strong positions comes from the greater gestural amplitude exhibited in these 
positions which disproportionately affects velars, resulting in their being realised with greater 
palatal contact (Fougeron and Keating 1996; Fougeron 1999 on adult languages). 
 Although Inkelas and Rose do not provide a formal analysis of VF, they propose that 
physiological constraints distinguishing the child’s vocal tract from that of the adult are 
sufficient to restrict this process to developing grammars. That is, velar-fronting children are 
only “cosmetically unfaithful” to target velars (Rose 2009:340). 

If VF can be reduced to physiological considerations, no child-adult asymmetry must be 
formally expressed by the grammar. We conclude, then, that some types of child-specific 
behaviour, like VF, may be amenable to explanations outside the grammar while others, like CH, 
require a grammar-internal explanation.12 

 
4.2 Glide substitution 

 
We consider now the robustly-observed process of glide substitution for target liquids. 
Representative data from English-speaking Jake (age 2;1) are in (18) (Bleile 1991). Jake 
produced no liquids at all: onset liquids were realised as glides, in both clusters (18a) and 
singletons (18b); coda liquids were deleted or vocalised. 
 
 
 
 

                                                
12 Although see Qu (2011), who provides a unified grammar-driven account of both processes tied to 
the development of place features. 
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(18) Glide substitution: Jake: 
  a. [fwεnz]    ‘friends’    b. [wεd]    ‘red’ 

[fwɔɡ]     ‘frog’      [wum]    ‘room’ 
   [pwiz]     ‘please’     [waɪt]    ‘light’ 
   [twækʊ]    ‘tractor’     [woʊsɪn]   ‘lotion’  

[stwɔbnwiz]   ‘strawberries’ 
   [kwaɪ]     ‘cry’ 

 [kwoʊz]    ‘close’ 
 

We refer to the point in development, where glides consistently substitute for liquids in 
clusters, as the “CG stage”. At this stage, derived CG clusters are typically assumed to be 
represented as branching onsets (Fikkert 1994; Barlow 1997; Jongstra 2003). However, adult 
grammars where the only branching onsets are CG in shape are unattested: CG onsets are only 
permitted in languages that also allow CL (consonant+liquid) onsets (Clements 1990). Although 
there are end-state grammars that lack liquids, for example Blackfoot (Algonquian: southern 
Alberta and northwestern Montana; see Frantz 2009), in contrast to Jake, languages of this type 
do not permit branching onsets, consistent with Clements’s (1990) implicational universal. 
Jake’s grammar at the CG stage thus appears to be a rogue grammar. Further, glide substitution 
contrasts sharply with G’s treatment of left-edge clusters discussed earlier: sonority-driven onset 
selection had clear adult parallels (section 2.1). Given both of these observations, we pursue 
other explanations for glide substitution: misanalysis and covert contrast.13 
 
4.2.1 Misanalysis 
 
As mentioned, in languages with branching onsets, CG onsets (19a) are only allowed if the 
language also allows CL (Clements 1990). In languages where clusters are CG in shape only, 
distributional evidence –available to the learner– reveals that the glide represents a secondary 
articulation (19b) (e.g. Clements 1986 on Luganda) or forms part of a light diphthong (19c) (e.g. 
Lee 1998 on Korean). 
 
(19) a. Branching onset:     b.   Secondarily-articulated C:  c. Light diphthong: 

    Ons       Nuc        Ons     Nuc        Ons  Nuc 
       

      X     X   X           X  X          X        X 
    

      C     G   V           C     G V          C      G   V 
 

                                                
13 Misperception is not considered. Although there are children who misperceive liquids as glides (Aungst 
and Frick 1964; Monnin and Huntington 1974; McReynolds et al. 1975; Strange and Broen 1980), this 
does not offer a solution to the CG stage. If developing grammars are possible grammars, we would 
expect children who misperceive CL as CG to: (i) repair the putative CG cluster through deletion of the 
glide until the perceptual problem is overcome and the child realises that what s/he thought were CG 
strings are in fact CL; (ii) select words for production that lack CG clusters (“selection and avoidance”; 
see Schwartz and Leonard 1982); or (iii) assign an analysis other than branching onset to putative CG 
strings. Clearly, neither (i) nor (ii) is the solution taken by children like Jake who produce CL clusters as 
CG. We consider (iii) in the text. 
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We must therefore consider whether (19b) or (19c) could be motivated for derived CG clusters in 
acquisition (Goad 2006; Kehoe et al. 2008). Below, we focus on distributional constraints 
present in derived CGV strings in Jake’s grammar, assessing them against the possibilities in 
(19). 

We first consider place constraints holding between C and G. Place constraints are observed 
when CG is syllabified as a branching onset (19a) or as a secondarily-articulated consonant 
(19b): branching onsets typically forbid place identity between C and G (*[pw]), parallel to what 
is observed with CL (*[tl]); place constraints are often observed for secondarily-articulated 
consonants such that labialised labials, labialised coronals and palatalised dorsals are 
dispreferred (Maddieson 1984; Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996). Light diphthongs, by contrast, 
do not enter into place constraints between C and G, because the two segments are in different 
constituents (e.g. French [pwa] ‘pea’). Jake’s grammar does not display place constraints for 
derived CG strings: the data in (18a) show that he freely permits labial obstruents to be followed 
by [w]. This supports the light diphthong analysis in (19c). 

Turning to sonority, constraints hold between C and G when G is syllabified inside a 
branching onset (19a) or as a secondarily-articulated consonant (19b): in the former case, C is 
virtually always an obstruent; in the latter, C prefers to be a stop (Maddieson 1984). Fewer 
constraints hold when a constituent boundary interrupts C and G, in the light diphthong analysis 
(19c) (e.g. French [nwaʁ] ‘black’). Given that CL clusters must be obstruent-initial in English, it 
would be surprising to find children producing derived CG clusters with initial sonorants. 
However, Jake does produce one such cluster in [stwɔbnwiz] ‘strawberries’. Although this is 
consistent only with the light diphthong analysis (19c), we do not know how representative this 
form is of his grammar overall. We thus cannot definitively rule out (19a) on sonority grounds. 
The presence of fricatives in CG clusters in [fwεnz] and [fwɔɡ], however, eliminates (19b). We 
might not expect children learning Germanic languages to constrain CG outputs to those that are 
stop-initial only, in support of (19b), but there are children in the CG stage who have this profile: 
English-speaking Kylie (Bleile 1991) and Dutch-speaking Elke (Fikkert 1994) reduce all 
fricative+liquid clusters to the fricative, rather than allowing these to surface as fricative+glide; 
this is consistent with a secondary articulation analysis for these children. For Jake, though, 
sonority constraints support either (19a) or (19c). 
 Considering finally place constraints holding between G and the following vowel, constraints 
are observed when G and V are internal to the same constituent, as in (19c). Jake has no GV 
restrictions, supporting any analysis other than (19c). Again, we might not expect to find such 
constraints, given that none hold in the target LV strings. There are learners, however, who do 
observe constraints on GV place: Kylie permits [w] in derived CG strings to be followed by a 
front vowel only. 
 Taking the distributional evidence altogether, we can see that no single analysis emerges as 
definitive for Jake; the only option we can eliminate is (19b). This problem does not hold solely 
for Jake (Goad 2006), suggesting that misanalysis of derived CG as something other than 
branching onset is not a likely solution for the rogue CG stage. 
 
4.2.2 Covert contrast 
 
In view of this, we take a different tack and consider the possibility that some processes in 
acquisition, including glide substitution, are not genuine. Rather, children are producing a covert 
liquid-glide contrast (Kornfeld 1976; Scobbie 1998), but the contrast is not perceptible to adult 
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transcribers. This would arise because of poor gestural timing: the cues used by children to 
express the liquid-glide contrast are not sufficient for linguists to perceive these classes of 
segments as different. If instrumental analysis were to reveal that putative glides in derived CG 
clusters in fact have liquid properties, this would avoid the unwanted conclusion that children’s 
grammars formally diverge from what is possible adult behaviour.  

For some children, we might expect poor gestural timing to hold for all onset liquids; for 
others, the problem may be confined to clusters, where the child must quickly transition from the 
gestures involved in the closure to those required for the following liquid. As seen earlier, in 
Jake’s grammar, glide substitution applies across-the-board. Dutch-speaking Catootje and Elke, 
however, produce singleton onset liquids as target-like during the CG stage (Fikkert 1994). To 
the extent possible, then, we must examine the results on covert contrast for both contexts.  

Spectrographic studies show that for English-speaking children judged to be substituters, 
productions of derived [w] and target [w] are measurably different, in both singleton contexts 
(Klein 1971; Menyuk 1971; Dalston 1972; Hawkins 1973; Chaney 1978) and clusters (Kornfeld 
1971; Menyuk 1971; Hawkins 1973; Chaney 1978). Klein (1971), for example, found that F2 
origin is higher for derived [w] than for target [w], indicating the presence of [r]-like qualities in 
the former. Chaney (1978) observed that, in some contexts, children had different F2 frequency 
and/or F2 transition rates for target [w] and [w] substitutes (for [r] and [l]), although no child 
judged to be a substituter did this reliably. UIltrasound imaging, which has more recently 
become available, has also revealed physical evidence of covert contrast (Richtsmeier 2007). 
Analysis involving two-dimensional tongue postures of two children’s productions of initial [r] 
and [w] targets, both of which were consistently transcribed as [w], reveals different tongue 
shapes. 

The possibility that children are representing the [r]-[w] contrast covertly is also supported 
by perceptual studies. Goehl and Golden (1972, cited in Kornfeld and Goehl 1974) observe that 
English-speaking children whose productions are judged to involve substitution of [w] for [r] can 
perceive these same productions of derived [w] as distinct from their productions of target [w]. 
Similar results are reported in Bryan’s (2009) study on the perception and production of the 
English [r]-[w] contrast and the French [ʁ]-[w] and [ʁ]-[j] contrasts. Some English learners 
whose productions of target [r] were transcribed as [w] could perceive the [r]-[w] contrast. 
Acoustic analysis of these learners’ outputs revealed a difference between their productions of 
derived and target [w]: derived [w] had lower F3 values than target [w]. Similarly, some French 
children whose outputs for target [ʁ] were transcribed as [w] or [j] could perceive the difference 
between [ʁ] and [w] and between [ʁ] and [j]. Acoustic analysis revealed differences in F2 and F3 
for these children’s derived and target glides.  

Not all researchers who have phonetically compared derived and target [w] among English 
learners have found evidence of distinct articulations (Locke and Kutz 1975; Kuehn and Tomblin 
1977; see also Menyuk and Anderson 1969; Hoffman et al. 1983). Importantly, though, we have 
no information on how the children in these studies produced branching onsets. If the children 
reduced branching onsets to singletons, then neutralisation of the liquid-glide contrast would not 
yield a rogue grammar but, rather, a grammar like that found in Blackfoot. 

Clearly, more research must be undertaken, but the evidence thus far available suggests that 
the explanation for the CG stage in acquisition may lie in covert contrast: if all children who 
seemingly produce a glide in CL targets in fact show evidence of producing liquids covertly, this 
would be significant. 
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Before concluding this section, we briefly return to Jake’s data in (18) where liquids are 
uniformly transcribed as glides. As Smit (1993) points out, it is difficult to accurately transcribe 
substitutions for English [r]. In view of this, we must question whether the glides in Jake’s 
outputs are genuine or whether the data are transcribed too broadly to reflect any evidence of 
covert contrast. For this child, we will never know. What we expect, though, is that if adult 
misanalysis of children’s liquids as glides is due to poor gestural coordination, significant 
variation should be observed in children’s production of glides, some of which should be 
reflected in narrowly transcribed data. That this variation may indeed be observed for some 
learners is revealed by the range of outputs observed for Richard, who went through an extended 
CG stage. Examining his 88 CG outputs for CL targets at 2;5 uncovers significant variation in 
the way the glide was phonetically transcribed. Although no instrumental data are available, the 
transcriptions reveal liquid properties much of the time (e.g. labio-rhotic glide: [dra̯iv ̹] ‘drive’) 
(see Goad 2006). 

We have concluded that the most promising avenue to pursue for the rogue CG stage is that 
the transcribed glides in children’s CG outputs are not truly glides but, instead, are covertly 
produced liquids misanalysed by transcribers due to children’s poor gestural coordination. If 
vocal tract immaturity is responsible for the misanalysis, then this would be a case, like VF, 
where rogue behaviour can be reduced entirely to physiological constraints and no child-adult 
asymmetry would need to be formally expressed by the grammar. 
 
4.3 Velar substitution 
 
Another possible source of explanation for rogue behaviour is children’s misperception of adult 
forms. In this section, we examine velar substitution in Amahl’s outputs (Smith 1973) from this 
perspective. From age 2.60-2.333, Amahl produced strident fricatives as stops. The examples in 
(20a) exhibit this for words of the shape under focus. From age 2.60-3.282, target [t,d,nt,nd,n] in 
medial position before dark l surfaced as velar. See (20b). 

 
(20) a. Stopping:          b. Velar substitution: 

[pᴧdǝl]  ‘puzzle’  (2.207-2.215)    [pᴧɡǝl]  ‘puddle’ (2.247-2.256) 
  [paːtǝl]  ‘parcel’ (2.317-2.333)    [bɔɡ ̇ul]  ‘bottle’  (2.207-2.215) 
  [witǝl]  ‘whistle’ (2.233-2.242)    [kεŋǝl]  ‘kennel’ (3.159-3.206) 
 

Words of certain types are protected from undergoing velar substitution: those with derived 
coronal stops, (20a), and those with target [st], even though [s] is deleted from clusters during 
much of the relevant period; see (21). 
 
(21) Target [st]: 

[nɔtil]  ‘nostril’ (2.207-2.215) 
[pitǝl]  ‘pistol’  (2.247-2.256) 

 
We return to these “exceptions” shortly. We first consider whether velar substitution like 

(20b) can be motivated for adult grammars. We begin with the following assumptions. One, 
given that laterals are velarised in English rhymes, we assume that the process in (20b) involves 
place assimilation: coronals acquire velarity from [ɫ]. Two, we assume that the process applies 
between an onset consonant and following nuclear trigger (syllabic [ɫ]); that is, it applies locally 
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rather than long-distance, which we have already seen is not attested for primary place in adult 
grammars. Given these assumptions, a rule-based formulation of this process would be: 
/t,d,n/→[k,ɡ,ŋ]/__[ɫ]̩. Let us now address whether adult grammars contain such processes. 
Although place sharing between onset and nuclear consonants is attested, these assimilations 
seem to be restricted to cases where the nucleus acquires place from the preceding onset rather 
than the other way around (e.g. Gronings Dutch: lachen→[laχŋ̩] ‘to laugh’ (Humbert 1997)). 
While we do commonly observe cases where vowels spread place features to a preceding 
consonant, they never seem to affect a change in primary place; rather they involve the addition 
of secondary place (Ní Chiosáin and Padgett 1993) (e.g. Fante Akan: /abε/→[abjε], *[adε] ‘palm’ 
(Clements 1984)). It appears, thus, that assimilations like /t,d,n/→[k,ɡ,ŋ]/__[ɫ]̩ are not attested in 
adult grammars. For the string of segments under focus, we should rather expect to derive 
[tɣ,dɣ,nɣ]. 

Must we then conclude that Amahl’s grammar is a rogue grammar? Not if an alternative 
explanation holds. Following Macken (1980), we suggest that the explanation lies in perception: 
the forms in (20b) reflect perceptual miscoding rather than the operation of a rule or set of 
constraints. The discussion below largely follows Macken. 

Smith (1973) proposes that mismatches between adult surface representations and children’s 
outputs are generally due to constraints on production. Macken (1980) challenges this view for 
the data in (20b) beginning with the chain shift in (20a-b): ‘puddle’→[pᴧɡǝl] while 
‘puzzle’→[pᴧdǝl]. Although formal accounts of chain shifts have been provided (involving rule 
ordering (Smith 1973) or judicious use of constraints (Dinnsen et al. 2001; Jesney 2007)), it 
remains mysterious why a production difficulty should yield [pᴧɡǝl] for ‘puddle’ when 
intervocalic [d] is perfectly well-formed in [pᴧdǝl] from ‘puzzle’. 

The perceptual account makes specific predictions, which Macken shows are supported.  
(i) Underapplication: Perceptual encoding problems should not be attested across-the-board; they 
should not be observed in contexts where perceptual confusion would not arise. This is 
supported: intervocalic dorsal is found in the ‘puddle’-type words in (20b) but not in the ‘pistol’-
type words in (21).14 (ii) Overapplication: When the perceptual-encoding problem is overcome, 
the correction should overapply to some words which were appropriately stored with underlying 
velars, until such words are heard again. This is supported, as the examples in (22a) show. Those 
in (22b) are consistent with this, although there are no productions for these words before age 
3.286-3.355. 
 
(22) a. ‘pickle(s)’ [pikǝl]  (3.45-3.70)    ‘circle’  [sǝːkǝl]  (3.45-3.70) 

[pitǝl]  (3.286-3.355)      [sǝːtǝl]  (3.286-3.355) 
 

  b. ‘winkle’ [wintǝl] (3.286-3.355) 
   ‘Trugel’ [ˈtruːdrεl] (3.286-3.355) 
 

In sum, the perceptual account of velar substitution yields dividends of two types. One, the 
chain shift (20), underapplication (21) and overapplication (22) patterns are no longer surprising. 
Two, we avoid the unwanted conclusion that Amahl has a rogue grammar. The latter problem 

                                                
14 Presumably, [st] is not misperceived before [ɫ] because [s] has robust internal cues for place (Wright 
2004), which ensures its perceptibility even in non-optimal contexts (before stops) (Goad 2011). 
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does not arise under a perceptual account: medial velars in ‘puddle’-type words are not derived; 
they are stored as such. 

In sum, the rogue substitutions examined in this and the preceding sections have been 
explained by probing how perceptual and motor development interface with the acquisition of an 
adult-like grammar. 
 
5 Unexpected complexity 
 
We consider one remaining type of mismatch between children’s and adults’ grammars, cases 
where children’s outputs are not puzzling from the perspective of adult typology but where they 
seem to involve complexity beyond what is attested in the target grammar and, thus, complexity 
in the absence of positive evidence. If learners are on a trajectory from unmarked outputs to 
outputs that more faithfully reflect the adult grammar, markedness considerations should be 
responsible for shaping intermediate grammars. Accordingly, we must carefully examine cases 
of unexpected complexity at these intermediate stages. 

We consider, here, unexpected syllable complexity in Mollie’s grammar (Holmes 1927). At 
Stage 1, Mollie’s bisyllabic forms are CVCV in shape; see (23a) (age indicated in parentheses). 
At Stage 2, a different pattern emerges: the first syllable is heavy, regardless of its target weight, 
(23b). The forms in (23b.i), in particular, require explanation. 
 
(23) Bisyllabic targets: Mollie:  

a. Stage 1: 
[nænæ] ‘dinner’ (18) 
[bɪbi]  ‘bib’ (18) 
[dædæ] ‘dadda’ (18),(20) 
 

b. Stage 2: 
i. [tᴧnni]/[tᴧnˑti]   ‘tummy’ (22)    ii. [wæŋˑki]   ‘hanky’ (22) 
 [bɪbbi]     ‘bib’ (23)      [pεnˑtǝ]   ‘pencil’ (22) 
 [dɑddi]     ‘dolly’ (22)     [kwᴧnˑtri]   ‘country’ (23) 

 
 As mentioned in section 3.1, Holmes observes that Mollie has equal stress on both syllables 
in her bisyllabic words at 18 months, revealing a lack of understanding of English stress and 
possibly the absence of foot structure. This pattern is only made in reference to Mollie’s outputs 
at 18 months, suggesting that the Stage 2 words have the target stressed–unstressed profile. In 
view of this, foot well-formedness may be responsible for the pattern in (23b): if, by this point, 
Mollie understands that English builds moraic trochees and that final syllables in nouns are 
extrametrical, the first syllable must be augmented to respect foot binarity (Goad 2001). The 
adult analysis of ‘tummy’-type words with light penults either violates FTBIN, (tᴧ)Ft<mi>, or the 
extrametricality requirement (NONFINALITY), (tᴧmi)Ft. If Mollie’s Stage 2 grammar must respect 
both of these constraints, the first syllable must be rendered heavy, as shown in (24). 
 
(24) /tᴧmi/ FTBIN NONFINALITY FAITH 
  a. (tᴧni)Ft  *!  
  b. (tᴧ)Ft<ni> *!   
 ☞ c. (tᴧn)Ft<ni>   * 
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Under this analysis, the forms in (23b.i), that seemingly involve complexity beyond what is 

attested in the target grammar, do not imply a more complex grammar, which would have been 
built in the absence of positive evidence. Rather, the added complexity stems from Mollie 
needing to satisfy requirements imposed by the English grammar which conflict in CVCV 
words. 

In sum, competing demands on the grammar can lead to unexpected behaviour. Whether this 
type of approach can account for other cases of unexpected complexity we leave to future 
research. 
 
6 Conclusion 
 
We began this chapter with some predictions that arise from Optimality Theory in the context of 
a theory of acquisition. The foundation of the latter was that children’s grammars are possible 
grammars. Because all constraints in OT, along with the primitives, structures and operations 
they refer to, are present in the grammar of every language, it followed that children’s grammars 
should manipulate all and only the constraints that adult systems do. We provided support for 
this from sonority-driven onset selection in English and the development of branching onsets in 
Québec French.  

We turned next to examine several types of divergent behaviour, where children’s grammars 
seem to depart from what is expected from adult behaviour. One type, which we discussed at the 
end of the chapter, included cases of unexpected complexity in children’s grammars, unexpected 
because the particular patterns observed arise in the absence of positive evidence. The case under 
examination, augmentation of stressed light syllables in Mollie’s grammar, was argued to be due 
to the child needing to satisfy competing requirements imposed by the target grammar. 

Explanations for the other types of unexpected behaviour required that we look beyond the 
target grammar. One type seemed amenable to formal explanation using the same primitives and 
constraints that define adult grammars. Specifically, the patterns observed could be explained by 
examining how perceptual and motor development interface with an adult-like phonological 
grammar. Velar substitution in Amahl’s grammar was shown to be likely due to misperception of 
intervocalic alveolar stops before dark l. Velar fronting and glide substitution were proposed to 
arise from vocal tract immaturity. In the latter case, poor gestural timing resulted in the cues 
being used by the child to express a contrast not being sufficient for the transcriber to perceive 
the sounds involved in the contrast as different.  

The final type of unexpected behaviour included the CV stage and consonant harmony, two 
phenomena that suggest that children’s grammars do not manipulate exactly the same toolkit as 
adult grammars: the CV stage seemed to require that children begin acquisition without the full 
set of prosodic constituents available to adults; consonant harmony seemed to require that early 
grammars contain constraints that cannot be motivated for adult grammars. 

This paper has focused entirely on unusual patterns that are present in early grammars. In the 
literature, significantly less attention has been paid to processes that are commonly attested in 
adult grammars, yet absent from development. A striking comparison here is types of place 
harmony (Drachman 1978). As we have seen, consonant harmony, where consonants at a 
distance agree for primary place, is commonly attested in children’s grammars yet absent from 
adult grammars. Vowel harmony, where vowels at a distance agree for place, is common in adult 
grammars yet seemingly absent from the grammars of children learning languages without this 
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process. Spontaneous creation of vowel harmony would not be surprising, because, like 
consonant harmony, it is articulatorily advantageous in reducing the number of gestural changes 
required to produce a word. In view of this, does the absence of vowel harmony suggest that 
children’s grammars lack the mechanisms required to formally represent this process (see Goad 
2001)? Perhaps, although any explanation for the absence of vowel harmony must, at the same 
time, permit the presence of the seemingly-similar consonant harmony. 

We have tried to come to some understanding of processes that unexpectedly occur in 
children’s grammars. We leave exploration of the unexpected absence of cross-linguistically 
common patterns from early grammars to future research. 
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